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The Ekklesia of
Christ  Is Tearing
 Down The Wall

Between Science
And The Bible

Editor Willard R. Wade
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In my eighty five years of Bible study and
reasoning the Bible I see the clever purpose
of God writing the Bible is the most
ingenious and clever purpose is to give
instruction to the People that agape love God
the Bible is made to separate them from the
people that hate the very thought of the
existence of God.
   If you think you could make a better more
ingenious Bible plan needed to separate the
people that love you and want you as God to
exist then what kind of a Bible could you
think to create better than the most ingenious
book of all books called the Bible?
   Only Bible students that make years of
analytical studies from the ancient languages
of the Bible can come to these reasonable
conclusions.
  When Bibles are mistranslated then just one
false Bible translation like the false teaching
of  Mark 16:1 can make the entire Bible to be
made cripple to convince the Bible student
that the Bible is from God or is “God
breathed.”
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You never realize how complicated and difficult it
is to explain to holy people that devils have
mistranslated their Bibles to change the “natural
Bible time mode” to the pagan calendar of the
“sidereal time mode.”
     When you try to explain the world of
differences in two different time modes to people
that do not study “time” or read the ancient
languages of the Bible then the first thing they asks
“Are you sending me to hell yes or no.” Our
answer is simple, if you keep worship of the false
Catechism of the Catholic Church that you allow
them to write into your Bibles then you are going
to the same place of all Catholics.
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The Ekklesia Bible is the only English
translated Bible that does not have these
false Bible translations of the Catholic
Catechism written into the Ekklesia Bible
records.
   The Ekklesia Bible translation is revealing
false Bible translations and the Ekklesia
Bible is tearing down the wall between
Science, the majority of all scientists and the
Bible. There was a great wall made first by
the ruling members of the Catholic Church,
a great wall that in the past seven hundred
years has separated scientists and highly
educated people from God and the false
translated Bible that made the wall should
never have been built in the first place.

Can you see why the modern honest truth
loving astrophysicists, astronomers and all
other scientists and the higher educated hate
the Bible, hate the gods of a pagan Bible
and hate the pagan gods of the sidereal week
of the Bible seven sky gods written in
Bibles?
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Tyson. First let me say up front of this man
Neil deGrasse Tyson that with a passion he
hates the God of the Bible and he hates the
Bible.
  Tyson is not always honest in everything he
is teaching against God and against the Bible
because he does not believe in Paganism that
is mistranslated in Bibles.
  I agape love this man “Tyson.”
In my heart I create a genuine benevolent
care for the eternal welfare of Tyson. I
believe if Tyson did read in the Bible to see
the Christ resurrects in an awesome
astronomical miracle in the exact time
parallels on a solar cycle of the exact moment
of “the Big Bang” of the creation of the Dark
that Tyson is teaching to the world about,

See YouTube and
“Religion Vs
Science: Can The
Two Coexist?”
The Celebrated
astrophysicist
Neil deGrasse
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guaranteed that evidences of the Bible
written in miracle you can see in
astronomical time parallels would convince
Tyson there is something awesome and
convincing written in the Bible.
  Tyson of all people as an astrophysicists
when he reads and see analytically the
astronomical miracles written in astronomical
Time Parallels over what he understand to be
Billions of years guaranteed I believe Tyson
would be honestly convinced that the Bible is
from God.
  If there ever was a man that I think would
teach the truth of the Bible is the man Tyson
only if Tyson could see the awesome power
of the Bible to prove to him the Bible is from
God. I believe Tyson if He believed the Bible
to be true he would be the most dynamic
teacher for God and for the Bible only if
Tyson could be convinced with truth that the
Bible is from God.  The reason Tyson does
not spend time reading the Bible is obvious
Tyson sees the myth of Catholic Catechisms
is mistranslated in Bibles.
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   Tyson the God hating atheist is beside
himself because in his teaching from a poll
there exist seven percent of the elite scientists
that -do believe in God and the Bible. Tyson
said of all things he is concerned and he
wants to know what the seven percent of elite
scientist that pray to God what the seven
percent of elite Scientist know about the God
of the Bible that he and ninety three percent
of all other elite scientists do not know.

Neil deGrasse Tyson, Admit that you know
nothing true and awesome about the Bible.
Look, The Ekklesia Bible gives you answer
for the reason why seven percent of the elite
scientists love and pray to God. The Ekklesia
of Christ is giving you the answer in their
Ekklesia Bible translation (if Tyson really
does want to know truth in the answer).
  In the twenty-first century we see polls in
data given by Tyson that are teaching that
over ninety percent of all elite scientists hate
God and hate the Bible (see YouTube “Can
Science and the Bible Coexist” by the Atheist
Astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson).
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 The poll data either true or false (I believe
that the poll is near true).

 Ninety three (93) percent of all elite Scientist
is more than enough evidence to reveal we
either have false Bible translations or else
Tyson and all other honest truth loving
Atheist would be correct if the Bible is
actually written in the sidereal time mode (as
it is mistranslated in all the more popular
Bibles). We must admit if sidereal time mode
was actually written in the ancient languages
of the Bible then we would have to admit to
the scientist that the Bible would be nothing
more than a pagan philosophy.  If the Bible
was written in the sidereal time mode than
the Bible would be nothing more than a
pagan superstition. “Sidereal” time mode
mistranslated in the Bibles is not a true Bible
translation.

The Entire Bible in the ancient languages is
written in the natural time mode and all
astrophysicist and all astronomers and all
other Scientist that read the first chapter of
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Genesis can easily see the Bible is written
only in the natural time mode.
Most Bible translators and most Bible readers
may not know the world of difference
between natural occurring time modes from
the artificial sidereal time mode.

Look at Genesis 1:1-2 and see all Bible time
begins with natural time of the Big Bang of
the dark just the same as is being taught by
all scientists. All Time and all “set time
events” written in the Bible are measured
only with the eye and not with clocks.
Sidereal time is measured with a clock and
the sidereal Clock must have a “north Star
god” (sidereal) and must have a sun to
measure solar time of the Big Bang from the
-middle of the night first dark period of
creation. Here is the cliff hanger of the
Sidereal time mode must artificially borrow a
half dark period from the next solar day.

Scientist who study time have no excuse,
they know the Bible is written in the natural
time mode but people that make a life time of
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study in “Time.” Scientist is without excuse
they know as experts how to measure natural
or sidereal time in both the natural time mode
and the sidereal time mode.

All people, all astronomers and
astrophysicists should know that the Bible is
written in the natural time mode but of all
people should know that all the popular Bibles
are mistranslated in the sidereal time mode.
Where are the highly educated scientists that
must know the Bible is mistranslated in the
sidereal time mode?  Some scientist make a
life time in the study of time” get a degree in
astrophysicist and then of all the higher
educated people that study “Time” know the
problem with Bibles mistranslated in the
Sidereal time mode that is showing us that
some astrophysics do not do their home work
in study of the ancient languages of the Bible.

The Bible is not a pagan superstition, so then
we should know that we have false Bible
translations creating a wall between the higher
educated and the wall is made from the
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sidereal time mode that stops astrophysicists,
astronomers and the higher educated from
believing in God and the Bible.  Where is the
good reasoning of the honest truth loving
scientist or the sensible Bible believing
scholars?

If we had a report in a poll that reveals only
fifty percent of all Scientist in the United
States do not believe in God or the Bible that
poll would be the serious warning against
false Bible translations when you believe for
certain that the Bible truly is God breathed.

Turn that poll around and if you have ninety
percent of all Scientists that -do believe in
God and the Bible then we still reason to
have a problem with false Bible translations
with only ten percent of scientist that do not
believe in God and the Bible would still be
serious reason to be concerned there must be
problems with our Bible translations.

When there is only ten percent of all Scientist
or the higher educated that hate God and hate
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the Bible then for certain we would still be
forced to conclude that we have some serious
false Bible translations. My reasoning is,
when the Bible truly is breathed from the
God of creation and is correctly translated
then the higher educated should be easier to
convince that the Bible is from God than
those with less education.

When over ninety (90) percent of all
scientists and the higher educated are caused
to hate God and hate the Bible then you can
know for certain that we have serious false
Bible translations that creates the near
impregnable wall that stops the higher
educated from believing in God and the
Bible.  The Ekklesia of Christ is tearing down
that wall between scientist and the Bible by
removing false Bible translations.

Most people will listen and believe the higher
educated scientist teaching proven scientific
facts before they will listen to a preacher
teach the Bible. We see some dishonest
scientist that with a passion hate God and
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they hate the Bible and they do clearly take
the advantage and manufacture false
evidences against God and against the Bible.

 We must admit that actual proven scientific
physical facts proven by science must not
contradict the truth taught from the Bible in
that which is not seen. What can be
scientifically proven to be seen must not
contradict what is taught that is taught in the
Bible that can not be seen.  To mistranslate
sidereal time mode into the Bible clearly
creates a wall.   When the Bible is
mistranslated in the sidereal time mode all
honest truth loving scientist and those of a
higher education are correct to reject any
Bible mistranslated in the pagan religion of
the sidereal time mode.

The latest twenty-first century poll is
teaching that over ninety percent of all
Scientist which includes all the honest or
truth loving Scientist hate God and hate the
Bible. Then any reasonable Bible student
must absolutely realize that with so many
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honest truth loving scientists hating God and
hating the Bible there must be false Bible
translations that are making the wall. We
must not tear down the walls that are made
by God. The Ekklesia Bible is tearing down
the wall that makes reasons to hate God by
giving reason for the majority of scientist or
to give any Bible student reasons not to trust
the Bible translations.
  A greater part of the study of science is
“Time.” We first discover the first wall
between sciences in how the Bible is written
in the natural time mode, but the entire Bible
is mistranslated in the pagan religion of the
sidereal week day of the seven pagan sky
gods.  When all the more popular Bibles are
mistranslated then there is a complete
stalemate and a good reason to hate the Bible
between honest scientists and the Bible.  The
sidereal time mode is building the most near
impregnable wall between honest truth loving
Scientist and believing in the Bible.
  For Centuries the pagan sidereal time mode
has had a firm grip on deceiving the holy
people of God for over seven hundred years.
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We know precisely who is the culprits were
that violates the Bible and have built the wall
between scientists and the Bible by making
false Bible translations.
  The entire Ekklesia of Christ knows
precisely how to tear down that wall between
all of Science and the Bible by simply
correctly translating the Bible only in the
natural time mode.  When the Bible is
correctly translated in the natural time mode
it restores the Bible to become very
convincing through the Ekklesia Bible. The
Ekklesia Bible removes the wall that stands
between God the Bible and God hating
Scientist.  It is false Bible translations that are
the greatest cause for the majority of
scientists to hate God and hate the Bible.
  Tear down the wall that is the cause of the
division of the holy people that also is the
cause of great falling away. Restoring the
Ekklesia of Christ is the beginning to remove
the wall that prevents the holy people of God
from uniting.   The Ekklesia will unite the
holy people of God through restoring agape
love to the Ekklesia Bible translation.  Agape
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beloved, there are two sides when desperate
preachers want to tear down walls only so they
can multiply more people. Any walls not made
by God in the Bible should be torn down.
  The Ekklesia of Christ is not tearing down
any walls made by God but the Ekklesia is
tearing down all walls made by man in false
Bible translations.
    There is another solution to the true
Ekklesia Bible translation. Doesn’t it make
more sense to plug the hole in the wall that is
the greatest cause for the holy sanctified
people of God to become unbelievers in God
and the Bible?
    For over seventy years we watch as the holy
people of God, the most conservative of all
Bible believers are falling away and they, the
holy people are closing their church doors by
the thousands.   Millions are now going
outside the walls made by God for his holy
people.  The Ekklesia Bible is just the
beginning or the first step to stop the great
falling away by the multiplied thousands of the
most conservative of all Bible believers.
    Agape
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Without any “accommodation” the Ekklesia
of Christ is translating the Ekklesia Bible that
is tearing down the greatest near impregnable
wall that exists between the Bible and
astrophysicists and other scientists.
    There is a hot militant warfare that exists
between the Bible, Bible believers and the
majority of all scientists and also the majority
of the higher educated. The majority of all
Scientist hate the Bible with a passion
because of the false Bible translation.
   The majority of all sciences do not believe
in the Bible that is made with false
translations -not from the ancient languages
but false translations create a wall that
separates the highly educated, honest truth
loving, none superstitious people from
believing in God or the Bible.
   The Ekklesia of Christ knows there is a
world of difference between the sidereal time
mode and the -natural time mode in which
the entire Bible is written.  The
astrophysicists, all scientists and the higher
educated also they know what the sidereal
time mode is, a pagan religion of the artificial
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sidereal time mode of the
“week days” of the seven
pagan sky gods.

In the late twelfth Century
and early thirteenth century
the ruling member of the

Catholic Church, the Archbishop Stephen
Langton was the first to very clever Violate
Bible text by removing the natural time mode
and adding the sidereal time mode to the
Latin Vulgate Bible. This violation of the text
of the Latin Bible was done by the
archbishop by manipulating chapter number
of the purchase of spices Mark 16:1. The
purpose was to move the resurrection of the
Christ from sunset of the evening to make
Christ appear to resurrect in the morning after
midnight on the first day of the sidereal week
day of the seven pagan sky gods.
   By making contradictions in false Bible
translations and changing “The Big Bang of
Creation” to begin at -midnight is making the
resurrection of the Christ appear to be on a
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Study the illustrations
carefully and you can easily
see a world of difference in
the how these two different
Bible time modes are
measured.  Only the natural
time mode in which the
Bible is written will agree
with all proven science.

solar cycle of “the Big Bang impossible”
and the Bible is hated by those that are
honest and truth loving Scientists because
they know that it is impossible to have a Big
Bang of the creation of dark energy and
dark matter in the middle of the night of the
first sidereal solar day.
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The Sidereal solar day
is measured artificially
with two -different dark
periods

Then in about 1385 CE
the member of the
Catholic Church John
Wycliffe makes the first

Bible translation in the English from the
same violated false Latin Vulgate Bible
translation. In history it is beloved that
Wycliffe mistranslates the same violated text
from the Latin Vulgate Bible into the English
Language.

By mistranslating Catholic Catechism into
the Bibles of protestants, the John Wycliffe
Bible translation did more to promote the
false teaching the Catholic Catechism than
any other Bible translation in all of Catholic
History.  Catholics will pretend that they hate
John Wycliffe but don’t you believe it.
Wycliffe in his false Bible translations was a
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very clever hero for the Catholic Church by
writing false Catholic Catechism into the
Bibles of all the protestants.

Take note John Wycliffe, it is possible that
Wycliffe may not have made the false Bible
Translations in the Wycliffe Bible.
   It was after Wycliffe died, John Purvey who
published the Wycliffe Bible may been the
one that adds words and names  of
blasphemy and the sidereal time mode of the
week days of the seven pagan sky gods into
the English translated Bibles for all the
Protestant Bibles.
    The purpose to add the sidereal time mode
into the Wycliffe Bible was to make all the
Bibles of all the Protestants to be read the
same as the false pagan Catholic Catechism.
The same pagan religion of the sidereal time
mode of the week days of the seven pagan
sky gods is a false pagan religion of the
Catholic Catechism.
   The holy people of God “the Ekklesia of
Christ” is revealing false Bible translation.
The Ekklesia of Christ is tearing down the
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great wall that was made first by devils that
mistranslate Bibles for Protestants with the
purpose to deceive and keep “protestant” the
holy people of God divided.
   Most Bible believers have no idea what the
purpose of warfare of the Ekklesia of Christ
is to stop false Bible translations made from
out of the gates of hell.
  The purpose or the works of the Ekklesia of
Christ is designed by Christ to protect the
interpretation of the Bible against the false
teaching from out of the Gates of hell. (Mat
16:16-17).
  The Ekklesia of Christ is tearing down the
great wall between all of science and all of
the higher educated.  The Ekklesia  of Christ
are tearing down the wall that separates all
proven science from the Bible.

The holy people of the holy Ekklesia are
working hard to give the Ekklesia Bible to
the entire world by first removing the great
wall made by ruling members of the Catholic
Church.  That great wall of separation has
existed for over seven hundred years.
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When the sidereal time mode was first
mistranslated into Bibles it is made hard to
destroy the wall between proven science,
God and the Bible. The reason the wall is
hard to destroy is that the same rulers of the
Catholic Church Constantine and the Pope
Gregory XII has made the pagan civil
calendar of the entire world to live their
everyday lives by measuring their civil solar
days in the time mode of the sidereal
calendar.
  The entire world is living by the pagan civil
calendar and giving glory and honor to pagan
names of seven sky gods, to each different
pagan god of the sidereal week day.
  For the false resurrection of the Christ will
you fight to your death for the pagan sidereal
day of the week of the seven planet gods or
the first sidereal week day of the sun god or
Sunday? Most professing Christians are
doomed to hell because they can’t be moved
by truth or with a base ball bat or with an
atomic bomb from their false translated
Bibles of their false Bible day of the sun god.
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Sunday The first Bible day of the sidreal
[north Star god] week of the Egyptian sky
god Ra.

Keep in mind this warning from this Bible
verse when you read the following. Exodus
{23:13} And in all things that I have said
unto you take you heed: and make no
mention of the name of other gods, neither
let it be heard out of your mouth.
  Here is how ruling members of the Catholic
church have deceived billions of professing
Christians by mistranslating their Bibles to
cause them to celebrate and give glory and
honor to the pagan gods of the sidereal week
days of the seven pagan sky gods.
   There is no Bible week days!
1) The Bible Sidereal (A Star god) day of
Sun-day the day the Roman Sol invictus a
copy from the almighty sun god Ra (the first
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The sun god Sol Invitus on a coin the same god
of the Catholic Church Sidereal week days
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The sidereal sun god and his wife the moon
\                                               goddess.

A worship made to the sun god at the rising of
the sun god on the sidereal day of the sun.
\
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Week of Seven sky gods
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day of the sidereal of the week of the seven
pang sky gods).  The false translation of the
Bible first sidereal day of the sun god starts at
Sunday starts six hours -after the Big Bang of
the dark taught  in the Bible.
The natural time mode taught in the Bible is
also taught the same by modern scientist. The
Big Bang beginning of the dark in all the
proven scientific facts being taught by
modern Scientist.  Contrast the beginning of
Sunday is six hours past what is actually
taught in the Bible in thee creation record of
“the Big Bang of the dark” (see Genesis 1:1-
2.

For near seven hundred years all Christians
that have false translated Bibles in the
sidereal time mode causing them to give
glory and all honor to each week day of
seven sly gods. A So called “Christian Bible”
mistranslated in the sidereal day” of the
Christian first week day of the Christian
seven pagan sky gods, named to give glory
and honor to the first sky god of “the sun.”
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  The first Christian Bible day of the sun god
Ra as he traveled the sky daily with the sun
on his head. The pagan Christians will fight
you up one wall and down the other to keep
their pagan first Bible day of the sidereal
week of their sun god or a Sunday
resurrection of their false Christ.
Then they like Catholics say we do not
worship the sun god of the sidereal week.

During the period between dawn and noon,
Ra occupies the Matet (growing stronger)
boat.  During the period between noon and
dusk Ra travels in the Sektet (growing
weaker) boat. Ra travels the underworld
during the night where he encounters and
battles many foes.

Why do most all deceived “Christian” men
and women love their Bible week day of the
sun god or Sunday and most will fight to
their death for their artificial Bible day of the
sun god of their pagan Bible week days?
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2) The day of the moon goddess the wife of
the sun god.  Moon-day or Monday “The
Christian Bible week day” that is giving
glory and honor to the sidereal week name
of the Bible goddess of the moon. (Copied
from Wikipedia “In mythology, a lunar deity
is a god or goddess associated with or
symbolizing the
moon. These deities
can have a variety of
functions and
traditions depending
upon the culture, but
they are often related
to or an enemy of
the solar deity.
   Lunar deities can be both male and female,
and are usually held to be of the opposite sex
of the corresponding solar deity. Male lunar
deities are somewhat more common
worldwide, although female deities are better
known in modern times due to the influence of
classical Greek and in |Roman mythology,
which held the moon to be the female
goddess.”
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The god
of of the
plaanet
Mars

3) Tues-day Bible Christians give glory and
honor to the third god of the week by naming
the third Christian sidereal week Bible day
the “war god.” Christians give glory and
honor to the god of war “Tue.” They like the
members of the Catholic Church, Bible
believing Christians will say that they do not
intend to give glory and honor to the war god
Tue when they do give the name of their day
to Tuw the planet god MARS “Christians” do
give glory and honor to speak the day of the
sky god Saturn of Saturday .
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4) The Bible Sidereal week god of
Wednesday” or Bible believers actually do
give glory and honor to a Bible week day
named by “Christians” to give glory and
honor to the pagan war god Woden or Oden’s
day.
Can you imagine
how disgusting to
honest truth loving
Scientists and the
higher educated is
the sidereal week
days of the artificial

MERCURY

measure of the seven pagan sky gods written
in all but one Bible The Ekklesia Bible?
   The God of the Bible number names the
days of creation and He also number names
the solar cycles of seven day solar
“Sabbaton.” The seven day solar “Sabbaton”
is measured from dusk of evening to dusk of
the consecutive or next seven day solar
Sabbaton (See Leviticus 23:32).
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 5) The false Bible sidereal
week of Thurgan’s daeg (the
solar day of the Christians
Bible planet god of the fifth
Bible sidereal week day
Thursday).
The Egyptian sky god Set the
day of the god of thunder,
weather and crops. How much
do you love and will you fight
for your false -Bible “sidereal
week day of the god of
Thursday?

JUPITER

Is there any wonder that the Scientist hate
God and the Bible only because of false
Bible translations?
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VENUS

6) Fria’s or the
prostitute Friggs’s
day or the Bible
Sidereal week day
of Friday in many
societies  “the day
of the prostitute”
or the Germanic
goddess “Fria.”

The Christ is taught to be crucified on the
sidereal  day of “Friday” in some societies
the day of the prostitute.
When the Bible is translated in the natural
time mode the Christ is cucified on the fourth
day of creation and he resurrects on the
Beginning or on the exact solar cycle of the
Bing Bang moment of the creation at dusk of
the evening. (In the Sidereal time mode the
resurrection is dusk of Saturday night.)
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SATURN7) The Bible sidereal
week and the day of the
sky gods Saturn.

Some Bible believing
Christians name the
sidereal Saturday which
is the day of the pagan
planet god Saturn a sky
god that kills and eats
humans.
Don’t you just love your
Bible week day of

Saturn the planet god who kills and eats
humans?  Do you see the word week
identifying the artificial days of the sidereal
week in your mistranslated Bible records.
If you do not like a Bible that is
mistranslated in the pagan times division
then download the free Ekklesia Bible.
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A Holy Sidereal Saturday

It is no wonder that honest truth loving
Scientest hate God and hate the Bible.


